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Abstract
In this paper, we describe the new unsupervised learning 

algorithm, SASOM(Simulated Annealing Self Organized 
Map). It can solve the defects of the conventional 
SOM(Self-Organized Map) that the state of network can't 
converge to the minimum point.

The proposed algorithm uses the object function which 
can evaluate the state of network in learning and adjusts 
the learning rate flexibly according to the evaluation of the 
object function. We implement the simulated annealing 
which is applied to the conventional network using the 
object function and the learning rate. Finally, the proposed 
algorithm can make the state of network converged to the 
global minimum. Using the two-dimensional input vectors 
with uniform distribution, we graphically compared the 
ordering ability of SOM with that of SASOM. We carried 
out the recognition on the new algorithm fa- atl Korean 
phonemes and some continuous speech.

I. Introduction
In speech recognition, many researches have been 

progressed and various discriminators have been proposed. 
Recently, the speech recognition using HMMQHidden 
Markov Model), NNfNcural Network) and hybrid method of 
both has been studied widely.

NN model can roughly be divided into two models 
according to the learning methods, supervised learning and 
unsupervised learning, respectively. In supervised learning, 
the information of desired output are provided by teacher 
and accomplished learning. In unsupervised learning, 
learning must somehow be accomplished based on 
observations of responses to inputs that we have no 
knowledge about[7J. One of the representative unsupervised 
learning models is SOM(Self Organizing Map) model 
proposed by T.Kohonen. In this paper, we propose the 
SASOM(Simulated Annealing Self Organizing Map) learning 
algorithm which can solve the defects of the conventional 
SOM algorithm.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section
II, we review the theory of conventional SOM and show 
the defects of it. Section HI describes the Sim 니 ated 
Annealing for improving SOM. Section IV explains the 
new algorithm,SASOM. Section V 아lows the result of 
experimaits and we discuss the conclusion in Sectig VI.

II. Kohonen^ SOM Algorithm
A. Conventional SOM AIgorithm[l][2][4][5]
SOM algorithm is a feature classifier representing the 

probability distribution of input pattern as topological maps 
to the two dimensional output layer through competitive 
learning and lateral inhibition.

SOM learning consists of two processes, the selecting a 
similar cell to input pattern and the modifying weight 
vectors of the selected cell. Inner product or Euclidean 
distance measures their similarity.

Since all cells compete against other cells for being 
learned, the learning in SOM is called "competitive 
learning". The best matching vector, a winner, has the 
chance to be learned. In this point, the Kohonen network is 
a "winner-take-all fashion"[3]. The learning algorithm 
adjusts the weight vectors in the vicinity of tlie winning 
neuron according to learning rules. It is as follows;

11^,(t) + a(f)[ - if i e N人t)
机(£+1)=

|w,(/) 迁 i 柱 NAf)

where, X(t) is input pattern, Af, is weight vector, Ne(t) is 
언 neighbor cell which can be learned with winner cell.

is adaptation gain, 0< learning rate. a(t) is
decreased monotonically with time.

We use the lateral inhibition which modifies the weights 
of neighborhood cells as well as that of the winner cell. 
Kohonen's algorithm creates topological organized map of 
various features of input patterns. It is analogous to the 
basic functions of the biological neuron. The effect of 
lateral inhibition is similar to that of Mexican hat function. 
The neighborhood starts with large number, and is 
gradually decreased with time. Eventually, the neighborhood 
includes only the nearest cells around the winner cell. The 
advantages of Kohonen's SOM algorithm are unsupervised 
learning, representing unknown input pattern by producing 
the topological map which mapped input signal space into 
output layer, and continous learning through competitive 
learning.

B. The Defects of SOM 시gorithm卩이

It is not guaranteed that the state of network converges 
to the minimum point in learning. In case that the 
decreasing ratio of learning rate is near to 1, Fig. 1, 
because the learning includes unnecessary oscillation of the
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connected vector progresses, the state of the network moves 
slowly toward the minimum point. Because the termination 
of the learning is determined by the iteration number, it 
can not be assured for the state of network to converge 
the optimal state in learning. In case that the decreasing 
ratio of learning rate is much less than 1, because the 
learning rate rapidly decreases to zero, the subsequent 
learning is meaningless and the state of network may not 
converge to the optimal state, Fig. 2. We have to 
detennine the changing pattern of learning rate carefully. If 
we know the probability distribution of learning pattern, we 
can make the network learned with determining easily the 
changin 응 pattern of a proper learning rate to that 
distribution. Actually, not knowing the distribution, we have 
to determine the distribution by lots of experiments. 
Nevertheless, the changing pattern of learning rate which is 
selected by lots of experiments does not assure that 
network converges to global minimum point. Fig. 3 show 
that the state of network dependents on the initial weights 
in learning.

(a)

minimized[7]. In order to minimize the free energy, 
sufficient time must be allowed at each temperature so that 
the solid reaches an equilibrium. In equilibrium, the solid 
follows the canonical probability distribution ;

RE, x厂田腿丁

Consider the simple energy landscape shown in Fig. 4. 
Assume that we shake the whole system with fixed power( 
J£；<p< and the ball moves through the outer space 
of energy in dependent power P. If we shake the whole 
system with power P, the ball rolls down from E, to the 
minimum point E, with energy P. The ball can reach the 
minimum of 瓦 because the ball energy is higher than J 
Ei. But because the ball energy is lower than 刀it 
can't 옹et up the hill, Ea again. By decreasing the power 
P which shakes the whole system gradually, the ball 
reaches 玖 consequently.

(a) Pattern A and B, and weight vector C
(b) The state of network

Fig. 1 In case that the decreasing ratio of learning 
rate is near to 1.

(b)
(a) Pattern A and B, and weight vector C
(b) The state of network

Fig. 2 In case that the decreasing ratio of learning rate 
is much less than 1.

HI. Simulated Annealing[5][6]
For SOM algorithm adjusts the network weights, 

following the local slope of the error surface toward 거 

minimum, the network may converge the local minimum 
point. It is the Simulated Annealing method that can solve 
the above defect. Simulated Annealing is modeled by the 
[rfiysical processing that heats until the solid melts 
completely in metal and cools until it becomes structure of 
crystal. In this process, free energy of solid state is

Fig. 4 The surface of energy that have two minimum 
point

IV. SASOM(Simulated Annealing of SOM)
Applying this method to network learning, we have to 

define the network energy which corresponds the energy 
level of annealing and the artificial temperature. And we 
have to establish the function with canonical probability 
distribution in equilibrium. The representative simulated 
annealing methods are Boltzman machine and Cauchy 
machine.

In order to evaluate the state of network, the proposed 
algorithm defines the object function as follows

=為 Z"、X] - A/,)

i is index of learning pattern
j is the index of winner cell of ith learning pattern
N is the iteration number

If the N is small, we can ev이uale the state of network 
for entire learning pattern. If the N is large, because the 
learning time increases excessively, we have to draw out 
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the sample data which can represent the distribution of 
learning pattern ［8］. And the network state is evaluated for 
that sample set. To implement the simulated annealing, we 
define the energy level through learning rate. When the 
learning continues with fixed learning rate, the state of 
network changes in Fig 5.

Also, if a\ is less than learning rate can Be defined 

as the energy level of network because is less than 

0 aj. In the proposed algorithm, simulated annealing 

method uses a Cauchy machine. Artificial temperature of 
Boltzman machine decreases in inverse log functicm and 
Cauchy machine decreases in inverse linear functicm［9］. 
Because of the large changing probability into the high 
energy level, Cauchy machine can converge to the global 
minimum point more fast than Boltzman machine. Artificial 
temperature of Cauchy machine is as f어lows;

끼3) = 7、o/(l + f), Tq : initial artificial temperature

The proposed algorithm uses lateral inhibition in sder to 
form the feature map of output layer. And the range of 
lateral inhibition is defined by learning rate. Wheti the 
learning rate is less than 0.01, the range of lateral 
inhibition is limited to the nearest cells and this value can 
be selected by experiments. SASOM algorithm is as 
follows;

Step 1. Initialize the To an서 a ,
Step 2. Learning the netvrark until its state converges the 

most stable for a learning rate,
Step 3. C찌c니ate the T(t)t
Step 4. Calculate the learning rate a,
Step 5. Terminate the learning if mean changing value of 

learning rate or artificial temperature is less than 
the critical value, otherwise repeat the step 2 to 
step 5.

V. Experiment
To evaluate the performance of proposed algorithm, we 

carry out three experiments as follows. Hie first is 
performed for the ordering ability with SOM and SASOM 
respectively. It is 曲own in Fig. 8 (a) that the state of 
network can't converge to global minimum point but a 
local minimum point, after ordering process of SOM 
algorithm. Howev*, it is shown that the state of network 
converges to global minimum point, in the Fig. 8 (b), after 
ordering process of SASOM algorithm in identical 
envinmments.

(a) SOM (b) SASOM

and probability^ distributitHi is given by;

P(E) = 7*)/(贝址 + 夢)

Hg. 7 The Cauchy proba베ity distribution

Fig. 8 The weight vectors in ordering process, two 
dimensional array

The second is phoneme recognition experiment which is 
performed with aU Korean phoneme classes; vowels /a/, /i/, 
［니, /£/» I이, /i/, /리, unvoiced stop 初, /t/» I니, /ph/. Ah/, /kh/, 
/p7* I니, K k voiced stop I비, ［이、/g/, liquid and nasals 
I디、［찌、/n/» /G/» fricatives /s/, 志'/, /h/, affneative /£/, /{?/, 
/O'/, and final stop /p1/, A7, *'/. The speech data is 
sampled at 10kHz, bandpass filtered and digitized with a 
16 bits A/D cCTiverter. The 16th bandpass filter bank 
coefficients are used as a input feature vector. And the 
experiments is performed in speaker dependent. The number 
of tokens is 792 for learning, ai서 1256 for testing. The 
recognition rate is 88.08% for total phonemes, am너 as 
follows for each class.

Finally, we perform the simple continuous speech 
recognition experiments for Korean phonemes ］비、”, /p/» 
/a/, /i/, A>/» ［싱、/이, 티. In training process, we use a raw 
data, directly, without segmentation, /k이、I미, /pa/, /ki/. /ti/, 
/pi/, A니, I미、/pu/. 心 以 h긔, /ko/, 叫 /po/, 叫 I비,
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Table 1. The result of recognition experiment

task
««rron/

*corr«ct total « task
*«rrors/ 

ttokans
«ccrr«ct tout «

■ 0/40 100

98.75

P' 6/40 8S

91.66
6 0/40 100 f 2/40 95
O 3/40 92.5

k 2/40 95u 0/40 100

t 0/40 100 p' 9/40 77.5

86.66i 0/40 100
t' 4/40 90

E 0/40 100
k， 3/40 92.5d 3/32 90.625

85.416b 6/32 81.25 r(l) 1/40(9/40) 97(77.5)

83. S
■ 8/40 ao

g 5/32 84.375
n 10/40 ?5

P 9/40 77.5

85
n 5/40 88

t 7/40 82.5 9 8/40 77

8Sk 2/40 95 S 7/40 83

P* 5/40 87.5

88.33

h 2/10 95

C 10/40 75

73.33
7/40 82.5 16/40 60

2/40 95 6/40 85

Total recognition rate (%) : 88.08

/pi/. The unit of input token to netwwk is frame. It is 
아lown that the recognition result is about 90% (77.7% ; 
consonant).

VI. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose SASOM algorithm that 

improves the problem of SOM algorithm which cannot 
make the state of network converged to the global 
minimum. We perform experiments that compare the 
ordering ability of SASOM with that of SOM, recognize 
all kcrean phonemes for estimating the discriminant ability 
of SASOM algorithm. Phoneme recognition in continues 
utterances is performed using simple data for evaluating the 
applicable possibility of continues speech.

In the result of the experiments, we can confirm the 
performance of SASOM is better than that of conventional 
SOM, and SASOM algorithm can be applied to recognize 
the continuous speech directly without segmentation.
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